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Abstract. Computer network is essential part of our life which is used different technology to provide the
services to users. Multicast is one technology which is mostly used for multimedia application but due to design architecture it suffer from congestion and un-security challenges. Many researchers are working in congestion control and some are providing solution for security issues in multicast. In this paper, we are providing a mechanism for congestion control while network is adversary. The proposed approach provides the secure information to receiver for authenticate to a source in presence of congestion at minimum or any cost.
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1. Introduction
Computer Network is essential part of our daily life. We finished the many task such as email, newsfeed,
stock information, IP TV, video conference etc. that use the unicast, broadcast and multicast transmission
technology. In case of multicast huge amount of data is transfer from one computer to group of computer
whereas it is efficient then unicast and broadcast but the design architecture invite the various problem such
congestion [1], security [12], fairness [2], reliability [17] etc. In case of congest network performance is
decreased due to packet loss. So, each layer has different and independent authentication tree as well as signatures. Each receiver receives packets from joined layers then it verify the signature (reference signature is
decrypted using public key known to receiver resulting to digest for the signature) and compute digest of
received message using same hash algorithm as used at sender side. In case both digest match the message
received is said to be received from authentic source. Beside of security mechanism for authenticity of
source, receivers perform the operations to maintain perform and overload (congestion) of system using multiple layer joining and deaf concept for leaving layers. We can observe from [11, 20] that S is source which
generate signature, compute authentication tree and generate packets of 3 independent layers. In next section
discusses the constraints behind integrated security aware multicast congestion control approach for multicast communication.
The security mechanism source send group of packets instead of sending one packet at a time and adjustment in deployed security level to incorporate the random behaviour of attacker. In other hand, multicast
congestion control approach uses multiple layer joining and adaptive deaf period concept for leaving layer.
Security mechanism provides [43] the authenticity while increases the communication overhead while it may
be reason of congestion. In other hand, congestion control manages the overhead but it may create problems
(such as packet during deaf concept) for security mechanism. Thus security mechanism [19, 20, 21] and congestion control [3, 11, 18] are orthogonal issue so there are many constraints while integration which create
open ended question which are disused below. Thus, on tuning with increased security level, hashes may
lead to overloading and more packet loss. So, more attack probability leads to more congestion, more packet
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loss provide more security threads. It is very difficult to manage the effect of increasing security overhead on
overloading.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with related work whereas section 3 details
the proposed solution of our research and section 4 discussions with analysis of results. Finally, section 5
deals with concluding remarks

2. Related Work
2.1. Multicast Congestion Control
Computer network use the channels for transmit the data from source to receivers. If source rate increases the capacity of channel then congestion occurred [7]. There are various multicast congestion control
algorithms for example RLM [4], TFMC [9, 10], FLID-DL [2], RLC [13], WEBREC [9], QIACCRM [5],
EJLRDMC [11] etc. which only control the congestion but doesn’t aware security threat. There are some
algorithm which describe that they only control congestion and not working in distrust environment. There
are following
Receiver-driven Layered Multicast is the first well-known end to end congestion control for layered multicast. In RLM, receiver detects network congestion when it observes increasing packet losses. Receiver reduces the level of subscription if it experiences congestion. In the absence of loss, the receiver estimates the
available bandwidth by doing the so-called join experiments when the join-timer expires. A join experiment
means that a receiver increases the level of subscription and measures the loss rate over a certain period. If
the join-experiment causes congestion, the receiver quickly drops the offending layer. Otherwise, another
join-timer will be generated randomly and the receiver retains the current level of subscription and continues
to do the join experiments for the next layer once the newly generated join-timer has expired.
Efficient Joining and Leaving for Receiver Driven Multicast Congestion Control (EJLRDMC) [11] have
provide efficient layer joining and leaving through multiple layer joining and deaf leaving mechanism respectively.
Thus, we can see if source, router or receivers are worked as a attacker the congest may be increase more
and network utilization will decrease so we need the a such type of mechanism which provide the authenticity of source and receivers. In next section we are providing secure multicast scheme to controlling the misbehaviour of attack on system.

2.2. Multicast Source Authentication
Multicast source authentication provides [15, 16] the authenticity of sender to all receivers. This section
is providing various type of secure multicast communication scheme which protect the network with security
services such as authentication, Non-repudiation, Integrity etc. It divides the stream into blocks and embeds
in the current block a hash of the following block. In this way sign only the first block and then the properties of this single signature will propagate to the rest of the stream through the hash chaining .It is Off-line
because entire stream is known in advance and this solution is not fault tolerant.
EMSS [21] provides more or less probabilistic guarantees that it remains a hash-chain between the
packet and a signature packet, given a certain rate of packet loss in the network. The robustness of the protocol to packet loss is proportional to the redundancy degree, k. In order for the sender to continuously assure
the authentication of the stream, the sender sends periodic signature packets. To verify authenticity of received packets, a receiver buffers received packets and waits for their corresponding signature packet. The
signature packet carries the hashes that allow the verification of few packets. These latter packets carry, in
turn, the hashes that allow verifying other packets, and so on until the authenticity of all received packets is
verified.
In second approach we can sent the same things (key, hash value, hash chaining) with a block of packet.
But in this approach main problem will come after packet loss. If any packet or block loss the approach will
fail, so packet loss should not exceed from threshold limit.
Hash chaining scheme can’t tolerate packet loss and the receiver cannot verify authenticity if any future
packets once any portion of data is lost in transit. He Jin [19] approach use the hash tree for decreasing re90

ceiver’s computation overhead and authenticity because one root hash has the all value of leaf hash. Hash
chaining use used for decreasing communication overhead and signing. It has the very less computation
overhead because no need to compute more than one time at receiver side to verify the authenticity. It has the
little more communication overhead.
Adaptive Multicast Source Authentication (AMSA) [20] have provide the mechanism for authenticate
the source in multicast environment efficiently. This approach is tree approach where authentic information
has sent with digest value from root of tree to leaf to all receivers where root digest is signed by source only
one time in one block.
If we are increased security level, hashes may lead to overloading and more packet loss. So, more attack
probability leads [8, 14] to more congestion, more packet loss provide more security threads. The situation
will be worst. In next section, we are providing our proposed to tackle such type of situation.

3. Proposed Work
Our approach is integration of source authentication mechanism with multicast congestion control where
message are divided into blocks and one block is sending to receiver in form of group (bundle) of packets
along with sibling hashes. Here, each receiver can perform join, deaf or leave operation to balance between
congestion minimization and quality of services (QoS). The QoS is measured through throughput and security provided. While handling the congestion, it is to be noted that reference authentication information to be
available or irrespective how much information are lost. The reference authentication information can be
preserved at local as well as global level. For the case of global concept of preserving the authentic information the copy of information is preserved at source (originator of the layers) and on joining or resumption
from deaf receiver is required to contact source.

Fig. 1. Authentic Packet Receiving Process

The global approach leads to higher level of overhead and affect congestion adversely. Thus, it forces
the receiver to go for either leaving, deaf or join operation more frequently and deteriorating the situation
more and more overhead. In localized storage approach decision about amount of information to be preserved is based on the availability of information with its successor multicast group in multicast hierarchy.
The information managed at group manager is for a block at time.
The effectiveness of proposed localized based authentic information can be used in the example shown
in figure 2. Here, topology has seven routers (RT1, RT2, RT3, RT4, RT5, RT6 and RT7) and there end receivers are connected to end router (G) which is RT7. The topology is considered as hierarchical architecture.
The authentication information of one block in global (GBA) and local (LBA )approach when source is
sending packets with authentic information through path S->RT1->RT2->RT7->R1 or R2 or R3. It can be
observed that local approach required less authentication information storage then global approach. Here, in
global approach one block information of one layer preserve at source is 12 (3+3+3+3=12) hashes, so for 3
layer it store 36 (12*3=36) hashes at source.
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In other hand each receiver store the one reference value of each layer for verify the packets i.e. 3 layer
stored authentic information at all receiver is 9 (3*3=9) hashes. Thus, total required store authentication information at source and all receivers are 45 (36+9=45) hashes. In other case of local approach the required
authentication information for one block is stored at local group manager (only highest layer authentic information for one block i.e 12 hashes) and maximum subscribe receiver (store all subscribe layer authentic
information except highest layer i.e 12*2=24) while receivers R , R store the one referance authentic information for each layer (3*2=6) and R store only one referance authetic information of highest layer.
Thus, total required stored authentic information at group and all receivers are 43 (12+24+1+6=43)
hashes. However, the storage for authentic information of localized based approach less than global based
approach i.e 2 hashes (45-43=2).
For example number of layer (n ) is 4 and number of receiver is 100 while maximum subscribe layer 4.
In other case, for example shown in figure 2 where source is sending packets with authentic information
through path S->RT1->RT2->RT7->R1 or R2 or R3. Suppose, communication overhead of nodes (request
time to reach one node to other node) is equally distributed i.e 10 µs then communication overhead of request receiver (RR) to destination.. Here, in global approach for joining or deaf operation receivers send the
request to source for access the reference authentic information of one layer, so these take 40 µs (10*4=40)
communication overhead.

Fig. 2. Network Topology

In other hand each receiver send the request to access the authentic information to group manager if
available or it provide the address of received in local group, so receiver take 10 µs (in best case) or 20 µs (in
worst case) communication overhead. The communication overhead of requesting receiver (RR) is same bath
approach i.e. 10 µs because receiver send to leaving request to group manager. It can be observed that in
deaf or join operation GBA communication overhead is 20 µs (40-20=20) more than LBA in worst case
while LBA communication overhead is 30 µs (40-10=30) less than GBA in best case.
Thus, receiver can access the reference authentic information while it perform join, deaf operation and
local based approach provide the better performance than global based approach. The communication over∑
∑
head
where
is communication overhead of one receiver to
communicate first level node for only one layer authentication information and description of , , . At
this cost (communication overhead) receiver access the authentic information in network overload situation
and it verify the genuinity of source while performing the overload management operation. Over the above
provided secured information available irrespective of switching a receiver into deaf or leaving a layer on the
occurrence of congestion. Up to now we have considered that intensity of attack is same all the time. However, in case intensity of attacker varies with time more prompt hash technique is required to apply. The next
scheme deals with adaptive security and overload management

4. Result and Discussion
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In this section simulation has been carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed global and local level approach. The key parameters for performance measurement are stored authentic information, computation time, verification time, authentic packet ratio and throughput.
The effect of variation of block size, number of receivers, number of layers, deaf duration etc. are over these
key parameters. The next subsection briefs about experimental setup used.

4.1. Experimental Setup Used
The simulation experiment has been carried out on Intel Core 2 dual processor 2.0 GHz, 3.0 GB RAM,
80 GB HDD machine support with network simulation version 3.0 under Linux operating system. In this
simulation topology the key component are sender (where message has been originated) and end router
where multiple receivers are connected multicast. The roll of intermediate router is more perform routing
decision and provide the authentic information to successor node. End router maintain multicast group and
provide the authentic information a global as well as local level where as receivers stores regarding authentic
information, computes the hashes and verify the genuinity. On the others hand source compute hashes, make
a bundle from packet and send it end router, from it is delivered to the multicast receivers. We have implemented the example figure 2 as simplest topology. It gives routers, source (sender) and multicast receivers.
The network is heterogeneous in term bandwidth uniformly distributed in range (10-100) MBPS. The buffer
used at each receiver is 100KB. The other simulation parameters are listed in table 1. These values are same
used in [11][12][13][20][21]. The next subsection deals with simulation results and it analysis.
Table 1. Simulation Parameters
Value used (fixed) (range)
(256)(64, 128, 256,512,1024)
(20)(16, 20,24,32)
(128)(-)
(8)(2, 4, 8, 16,32)
(10)(-)

Parameter
Packet Size (Byte)
Hash Size (Byte)
Signature Size (Byte)
Block Size (No. Packets)
Rate (Packet/Sec)

Parameter
Queue Size (No. Packet)
Threshold (THARS)
Bundle size
Network bandwidth( MB)
Link delay (ms)

4500

3500

Joining Overhead(ms)

Joining Overhead (ms)

GBL
LBA(Best)
LBA (Worst)

4000

G BA
LBA (Best)
LBA (W orst)

250

Value used (fixed) (range)
(100)(-)
5
(8)(1,2, 4, 8, 16,1)
(10-100)(-)
(10-50)(-)

200

150

100

50

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
2

0
1

2

3

4

5

3

4

6

5

6

7

8

Number of Layer

N o. of Level in M ulticast Architecture

Fig. 3. Joining Overhead w.r. to No. of Level in Architecture

Fig. 4. Joining Overhead w.r.to No. of layer

4.2. Results and Analysis
The effect of variation of block size, number of receivers, number of layers, deaf duration etc. are over
stored authentic information, computation time, verification time, authentic packet ratio and throughput. First
we analysis the effect of variation in packet size followed by number of receivers.
.

Effect of variation in

Figure 3 is showing the effects of variation in number of level in multicast architecture affect the joining
overhead. The graph is showing that LBA (Best) have less joining overhead because it receives the authentic
information from group members.
Effect of variation in

.
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Figure 4 is showing the effects of variation in number of layers in multicast architecture affect the joining overhead. The graph is showing that LBA (Best) have less joining overhead because receivers have more
choice to receive the authentic information.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed congestion control approach in adversary environment to improve the security
of multicast system.. The proposed approaches provide the authentic information in layered multicast architecture for source authentication in presence of network overload. For this, we have proposed global based
and local based approach. The aim of proposed work is to increase throughput and reduce the overhead to
access the authentic information. When network is overloaded then receiver performs the deaf/leaving operation then authentic information of next successor packets is also lost. Due to this loss of authentic information, receiver is unable to verify the genuinity of source. So, the receiver receives authentic information from
source at the cost of increased overhead. The simulation results show that the joining overhead is less in
LBA than GBA. The effectiveness of the proposed mechanism has been discussed through examples and
extensive simulation results. The proposed security aware multicast congestion control approach increases
the security and reduces the overhead in presence of security threats and network overload.
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